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The dark brotherhood embarks into the cold. The Medieval-Electro-
pioneers open up a new chapter of their saga, driving the listener on a 
journey into the eternal frost on a unique foundation of synthetic 
beats and deep sequencers, garnished with medieval instruments, 
walls of guitars and choral chants.  
  
The new chapter in the fantastic journey of Ashlar von Megalon and his 
fearless friars seamlessly continues the story of the previous album 
releases of Heimataerde. On “Kaltwaerts” (= into the cold), the dark 
antagonist Zebaoth has captured friar Andreas and is now setting out to 
bring fear and horror unto the world. The brotherhood wants to stop this evil 
force at all costs and embarks into the cold to destroy the demon once and 
for all times and to rescue the friar. In this, Heimataerde manage to shake 
the floor yet again with a unique mix of club-compatible Electro-sounds and 
medieval atmosphere, while captivating the listener with an epic and 
moving story, at the same time. The mix of modern sounds, fantasy and 
long past eras has turned out even bigger, more powerful and fascinating, 
this time around. And for all those who wish to delve even deeper into the 
saga of “Kaltwaerts”, the new Heimataerde-album is not only released as a 
music-CD , but also as a deluxe double disc version in a lavish double-
Digipak which contains a bonus audiobook retelling of the story (German-
language.) Become a part of the brotherhood! Follow us into the cold! The 
place where we are going will never see summer.  
 
Www.outofline.de 
http://heimataerde.de/ 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heimataerde 
 
 

Tracklist 
 
CD1 
1. Es Ist Nicht Vorbei 
2. Bruderschaft 
3. Kaltwaerts 
4. Die Wanderschaft 
5. Sohn 
6. 1000 Meere Weit 
7. Keine Helden 
8. Verdammt Noch Mal 
9. Heut Ist Ein Guter Tag 
10. In Der Dunkelheit 
11. Schwesterlein 
12. Weiß Schwarz 
13. Einfach So 
14. Rossreiter 
 
CD 2 (Audiobook) 
1. Pfad Ohne Namen 
2. Consilium 
3. Bruder Des Koenigs 
4. Gottgericht 
5. Sohn 
6. Das Tal Der Kirchen 
7. Cagottes 
8. Glaube 
9. Gnabengabe 
10. Der Weiße Reiter 
 
 
 

 


